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Lucky dealer stallion

iPeds Horse Production No. 21502211 it's got lucky horse No. Color Name Sx Bl DN Horse No. Stallion Color Name 21900536 BLUE STREAK LR N Y 6/12/2019 21201081 DLK BLU DOUBLE BL-RN Lucky Boy Farmer Grulla Horses have been rearing for seventeen years. We specialize in optimal proportions, focusing
on cutting and reining in and then generating for great pose, good bones and exceptional color. We love a horse with a good width and great muscle. We are home to Watts Doc Breeze, a homozygous homozygous black homozygous without grulla stallion who always throws grulla and dark don spoof. He tests the
Genes Of D/D and E/E. We have a color guarantee on this stallion as he always throws grulla or color without. He stands 15 tall hands and about 1300 lbs. He has a great build and constantly throws on his colt. It has a wide range of exceptional chest and hip. He has great athletic ability. Sire did not appear in the
competition, but the full brother of his defender was the world's reserve champion IBHA in rein. Sire comes from a long series of world champions and world champion producers. His dam is by NCHA Money Gain and NCHA product that was by Zimfandel document. Dr. Zimfandel was the world champion in cutting and a
multi-world champion producer by the great Doc Bar Watts Doc Breeze is 84% foundation and has all the black dots of the Don gene which includes zebra ribbon on the legs and dark shoulder patches. We are a small family operation that loves working with great horses. Feel free to check out our website or stop by the
farm and see us in person. We can raise your horse or you can buy one of the exceptional ponies produced by our outstanding broodmare band. Please check our Yard stock section to find out what we have for sale. Please take a look around although not all horses are mentioned for sale, but offers are always welcome
on any horse. Package deals are available on multiple horses. Please visit often as photos and location are updated frequently. Currently we have grulla colts and avalible velez for sale. Larry and Susan Roberts News Pony 2020 is about to be dead. We still have 14 2020 dowry available for sale many of which are
homosegos don and black grola dormitory. We still have 6 2019 grulla stallion prospects for sale. Registration #: GV02848 Imported in: 2011 Date of Birth: 2009 DNA Color - negaive tobiano, black heterozygous, 1 without jane # of skilled born in North America.: 12 Sire: Stock Dam: Coutts Shady Lady Real Deal Gallery:
Mehrat Dealer: 2013 Philly de Giboni Sena of SD Esmeralda pictured in 2013 in 2013 in 2013 Sophia's dealer selection of Thorn Hill from Black Babydoll in the 3 months 2014 Philly SSFR perfect dodgy dealer from Chloe SSFR pictured in 4 months 2014 Philly SSFR deal me abroad from Mandarin Romeo Sariend in a
photo in 1 year 2014 Philly Queen of Hearts of Padparashah in 2014 Philly SSFR double of VVVioleta in one year Colt SSFR number seven of Chloe SSFR pictured as yearling 2015 Philly Deuce is wild of Bindi DF pictured as yearling 2015 Philly SSFR in the money from the Sazerac Whiskey River pictured in one year
2015 Colt SS FR Broadway dancer Mandarin Silver pictured as yearling 2015 Philly SSFR The Diamond Queen of Padparadshah pictured as yearling 2016 Colt SSFR buy in out of Golden Hope in the picture in two months all the pictures of the crook are copyrighted Mark J. Barrett, www.markjbarrett.com again after
reading a few posts recently about people here having bad experiences with buying horses from notorious dealers I was just wondering if I should think very lucky. I bought my lad from importing horses (they don't know any of their reputations at the time) and although we had a lot of trouble with him at first I think he's an
amazing horse and I won't swap him for any horse in the world! Sue.......................... I was just wondering if all the tales of woe or if some of you got some rough diamonds in so to speak? Is that his pics, he is very handsome! This is his Eli came from a 'dodgy' trader not as dodgy as some - we looked in one place that
would make anyone toe curl - but nevertheless, this trader was dodgy enough that we fibbed for everyone about where eli came from, because if they knew we had been bombarded with insults he said that our horse I had to turn out to be paralyzed/mad/in her twenties and others Ellie wasn't particularly cheap, but she
was sold as a very green five-year-old who 'doesn't jump padding' and was stopping bad and I'll put my hand on my heart now and say that in 9 years of property, no (very rarely!) we've always been down to me, never her. Not bad for a confirmed stopper, is it? We went on to be the reserve champions at the Trailblazer
Finals at Stoneley, and maybe he would have qualified for the finals if I hadn't lost my temper after a bad stumble it seemed wrong to call it rough diamonds, but they certainly proved all the doubters wrong! We have a selection of horses in our yard in the last month or so from the so-called dodgy dealer in Sussex - all



horses were 100% easy and no problems! Ah wow! No wonder you won't swap him for the world! It's so wonderful and so happy everything i've worked out for you. It's great looking! I didn't buy mine from a dodgy dealer that way... I bought him a dodgy 'sales yard' who was selling him on behalf of (I suppose) someone
less dodgy. yard got it from eeeeked dodgy. They didn't want me to get an examination they insisted on finishing it before I was riding in a stable, which had not been contaminated for days, with no water or straw. He hasn't been out of the stable for weeks it was horrible and everyone asked me to walk away but I fell in
love and they wanted a lot of money for him. That paid... Although I knew it was too much... I got him home. I loved it. Dearly. He has never put any wrong foot for me it is the love of my life without a doubt and I am so happy to ignore everyone that told me to walk away! Now, when I think about how much I paid, though
at the time I felt very much. He's quite priceless now, and I had to know how fab was, I had happily paid double! xxx I do not understand why so many people want a full horse or ready and then have to deal with the consequences of poor training and deal with it. Why don't people buy a nice, unbroken young horse and
send it away to someone they respect to break it if (Ty) can't do it I know the time maybe of the essence for some and maybe as a single horse owner want something immediately to ride but that's why there are dealers and why so many horses change hands through them. I'm not saying that all traders are bad or
untrustworthy but it's nice to know the history of the horse and with some traders that history can be woven out of their imagination. = www.ballyshanhorses.webs.com Bought a horse from a dealer who had a dodgy reputation but I bought it from someone who knew them personally. He wasn't always an easy horse, but
he showed his true colours when I tried it, I still have it 12 years later and I'm not going to trade it in the world. We jumped fast, knak about once, a couple of small fences jumped, trotted down the road and turned back. We barely saw any of them, but they hadn't been prepared for a while, they were underweight and
very shy. We bought her anyway and I can honestly say that she is the best small horse anyone could ever wish. She would do anything for you even if it frightened her or was uncomfortable, she did not complain. We'll never sell it! However, I bought a nice little showjumper from a different dealer who was very quiet
and again described as confident given the even trustworthy samllest horse of riders. I had off daily after we bought him by bolt, support, breeding, broncing etc, but it was an ordeal catching him as he would try and jump on top of you! So some traders are fine, others, get away haha!! I think it depnds on the horse over
but I once did buy a pony from a dealer which turned out to be a mistake for me and was a fantastic dealer and went out of his way to get me a more suitable one. At first he came down to our yard to see the pony, then came back a few days later with two different ponies for me to try in our yard! He did a direct swap for
the one I liked and it turned out to be another fantastic pony that took me too far!!! Some traders are great! [Quote] I don't understand why so many people want a full horse or ready and then have to deal with the consequences of poor training and dealing with it. Why are you doing it? Don't buy a beautiful young horse
without interruption and send it away to someone they respect to break it if you can't thay. I know the time is probably of the essence for some and maybe as a single horse owner you want something immediately to ride but that's why there are dealers and why so many horses change hands through them. I'm not saying
that all traders are bad or untrustworthy but it's nice to know the history of the horse and with some traders that history can be woven out of their imagination. == www.ballyshanhorses.webs.com [/quote] because a lot of people don't have enough experience to do so. And what happens to all the older horses? Should
they be shot like no one wants them anymore? Maybe if some traders weren't honest, I've got a dodgy merchant horse and I wish I hadn't set foot on his yard, you wouldn't see people having a lot of problems when they bought the horse. For one dodgy traders will go bankrupt because they can't sell £$it on to other
people. I think private sellers are as bad as traders to lie. I bought a pony from a dodgy dealer (who I didn't know was dodgy until I met several other people who bought the horses off them and told me about their troubles!). It was the best pony I've had paid so much for him, and we found that it was only 3 years old (sold
as 6!!! however it gave me the best times of my life, after having a naughty pony that I had lost all confidence on, he made sure I always came home safe not I didn't mean it was a lake that DieselDog but I personally wouldn't touch the horse of traders. What I mean is that if you have the knowledge or knowledge of the
reputation beginning of horses then this is what I www.ballyshanhorses.webs.com prefer to do. Another thing I would like horses to have is fire but if they are unsafe then they have no reason to be in any yard anyway. == www.ballyshanhorses.webs.com [/quote] Most traders deal with good horses... I'm not sure what
kind of trader you've been visiting I bought a cracking 4-year-old some well-known dodgy traders in Sussex - let's say they're also known as a holiday company! Four months later, he offered me double what I paid him. He simply has the most gorgeous horse I've ever owned with great temprement - after a large amount
of research i've decided that although the money was very tempting, good horses with scope and fab tempements are hard to find. I would certainly come back again, though some Crap you get! However, having lost a large amount of money on a horse bought from a particular dealer in Essex, I think I deserve a break!
Who did you buy from freckles? xRosiex I've never bought from dealers and never in the merchants' yard as I've heard so many horror stories. In saying that there are probably a lot of nice horses coming from traders but I would prefer to buy one without interruption and directly from the breeder. littleme - first or second
time? I bought from one that seemed to not have a good rep, but my horse was shown and taught me oodles. I wouldn't have had him for the world. I know two people who recently brought in from this trader and I can honestly say that two really nice, good horses behave, a little more than weight when they came in but
otherwise fun to have on the patio. Most traders turn horses around so fast that querks are not found even after they have been sold, yes there are some dodgy people out there, we have at least 3 in Essex. My advice is not to tar them all with the same brush I would rather buy from a dealer from a private seller any day
and always check phase 5 done and blood always go with your gut instinct. Completely ditto you eoe. And mom freckles - I got it again round haha thanks! I bought this chapter of horse import too! He was two years old and looked like this when he arrived, we went looking for allrounder, we felt sorry for him and then he
called them and told them to hand him over. That's how it turned out he was cheeky talented though, we pushed the girl riding him school and then took him on loan for a year and then we left her buying him as she got it well with him and he did it well in BE and he was 4 in 2 PN him weeks ago and 3 this weekend just
went. I'm afraid to think about what would have happened to him if I hadn't bought it in the first place and found his right rider who worked wonders for him and loved him for the bitI have nothing but it's not good to say about a dealer in Sussex - but then I didn't have any problems and it wasn't to deal with any back
problems, etc. which I understand where the problems arise. Personally, if I'm looking again, I would visit FC again and I would recommend it but they sell a lot of horses that I assume under the Averages Act there should be some losers. I think it takes 100 good deals to make a reputation and 1 bad one to break it. I
bought my horse from what I discovered later that he was a dodgy drug dealer my trainer was on vacation so he couldn't check if he knew him and no one else heard from him despite being only 30 miles away. My coach came back and when I told him he said please tell me you checked it out. Apparently this guy has a
reputation for buying a vet's failure cheaply in sales and then passing it on to unsuspecting naïve people. Of course he had a vet's test. He wouldn't make the show horse but he was perfectly healthy), and in the month I had to share if I didn't get him, I checked his story about how he got him (very long and complicated)
by contacting the old owners on his passport. It's checked out, he didn't fail the vet and within 4 years we had a vet twice - one for a small melanoma (it's gray) that appeared a year later and the vet said to leave well alone, and only once recently for some relatively low-level limpness that turned into a briuse-induced
chubpost caused by cavorting around in the field and healed by itself with comfort and dove for a few weeks. My friend bought from a very reputable dealer is always lame, getting colic and getting into scratches, although this is just down to being very prone to accidents rather than having any underlying problems - we
call him Mr Bump! Even dodgy traders can be good horses, although this does nothing to enhance their reputation and good ones can be a bad one that can damage their reputation, especially in the age of the Internet and message boards like this! What I haven't heard from many direct sources, will not necessarily be
postponing bad comments, but i will always go in with my eyes open and a very sarcastic attitude, regardless of the seller's reputation. Unless my coach who deals a little also know that he won't sell me anything inappropriate because he has to deal with the consequences and ride it when I'm on vacation! I'm lucky! I
saw my horse in Maki Field as she walked the dog and was sold from that moment. I was 18 years old and I didn't know enough, I was told that the horse is a wives traders and they were destroyed to sell them. My poor mother (other than my horse) found some dreadful tales about a man but nothing would change my
mind. We later discovered that the trader had bought her a week ago from a local breeder who had financial problems. My run was 5 then, now 21 - I had her all over again if I could. I've gone from nervously jumping foot to flying over huge hedges. She's been a vet about 3 times since I've had her Although we probably
made a big fat profit trader, it was still a bargain! My pony page 2 came from a dealer who, while I wouldn't call dodgy, does not have the best reputation in the region... He's perfectly perfect in everything and I love him to bits. However I was working for a dealer and said at the time, he rode the pony regularly and knew
all his little quirks and I think with traders it is really a case of knowing exactly what you're looking for, not being swayed by what you hear and really looking more horse and testing it before buying. There is no deal in the world of dealing. I actually think that most traders are not evasive, from buying and selling horses
people are just to make a living. Do you really think it does anything for a nice quiet life to have a client scream like banshie on the end of the phone every night as the new horse has done something wrong?! me Tell people everything I know about the horse, but if the person chooses to listen or not! You will be surprised
at the amount of people who think they know better than you can ride something, even if you have tried to tell them that they can't. However, you can get the horses in that while they may now be repaired characters, in a new house they may return to the old ways. This is not your fault, but usually that of your bad seller
who sold a horse that destroyed you or sent on livery sale. There is no dealer who I would refuse to visit, as not all horses are bad, and you just go in with open eyes. I bought a 4-year-old (it was 2) from a dealer that I learned later it was dodgy and had a bad reputation, at the time it was saying my OH didn't buy but I
couldn't resist it looked really sad... I've had her now for 5 years and will never sell her, I wasn't an experienced racer so I had a lot and lots of lessons i had a lesson every week on them, and still I won't sell her I feel like we grew together a white horse in my sage purchased from a dodgy dealer... I didn't know the full
details of her representative at the time obviously, but what I've heard since has made my eyes water. He was underweight/stressed/box walked and spun and found out that a good 5 years older than his passport with horrible hooked teeth. But.... Turns out that it has a beautiful nature..... Still gets stressed on a strange
occasion (mainly in shows..) .... He's very good at education. In fact you can call him a master in school...... And I love it to parts. It's tricky and a bit of one person's horse but I won't part it for the other world 2 in a privately purchased sage and one from a friend, both stars. I bought a beautiful little mare from a private
seller once.... It was absolute git-bag and danger on the boot..... So I would like to tell a dealer or a special buyer beware! There are 4 horses in my yard of Chuck in irish riding - which according to many people here is very dodgy and 'don't go' - can't say there was a problem with any he's very real and will tell you if he
has a slight problem with something. One horse was bought for an almost entire novice to learn on and was a saint! You will happily go and ride anything there, he is not a mug and will not sell you or sit you on loonatic! Of course there are traders who are a little dodgy than others but at the end of the day it is not in their
interest to get a bad reputation - ditto 100 good sales to make a good rep and a bad 1 to destroy it! [Quote] I think it takes 100 good deals to make a reputation and 1 bad one to break it. [/quote] absolutely! No dealer can guarantee 100% what a particular horse is going to act like in a particular house, and sometimes,
the horse and owner simply do not gel with each other. I think the difference between a good trader and a dodgy, is how he deals with this trader situation when things don't go wrong... Error...
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